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WEEK 7: Sunday, 12 February - Saturday, 18 February- ALL MARKETS

Date Start Time Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification Consumer Advice Closed Captions Subtitles Audio Description

2023-02-12 0500 Drama Little Men

Thirteen-year-old Jake is a quiet, sensitive middle schooler with dreams of being an artist. He 
meets the affably brash Tony at his grandfather's funeral, and the unlikely pair soon hit it off. 
The budding friendship is put at risk, however, when a rent dispute between Jake's father, 
Brian, and Tony's mother, Leonor, threatens to become contentious. Stars Greg Kinnear, 
Jennifer Ehle and Theo Taplitz.

USA English-100 2015 PG a v Y Y

2023-02-12 0635 Comedy Ping Pong Summer
A family vacation during the summer of 1985 changes everything for a teenage boy obsessed 
with ping pong and hip-hop. 

USA English-100 2014 PG a d l s 

2023-02-12 0825 Comedy Dean Spanley

England, 1904. Gentleman Henslowe Fisk struggles to cope with his father's aloofness after the 
loss of the old man's wife and elder son. Then Henslowe becomes convinced that Dean 
Spanley, an affable local cleric with a taste for expensive wine, is the reincarnation of his 
father's childhood dog. Stars Jeremy Northam, Sam Neill and Peter O'Toole.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2008 PG Y

2023-02-12 1015 Magazine The Movie Show

Movie review program hosted by Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode they 
review Pitch Blacl, and interview David Twohy and actor Vin Diesel. Later they review Angela's 
Ashes, Beautiful People and Ghost Dog: The Way of The Samurai and interview writer and 
director Jim Jarmusch.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2000 RPT M l v Y

2023-02-12 1050 Drama Three Colours: Red

Nominated for the Palme d'Or at Cannes in 1994, this is the stunning final instalment in 
Krzysztof Kieslowski's masterful trilogy. A young model's life is changed forever after a chance 
encounter with her neighbour, a retired judge whose hobby is to listen in on his neighbours' 
phone calls. Stars Irène Jacob and Jean-Louis Trintignant.

SWITZERLAND
Romanian-33.34; 
French-33.33; Polish-
33.33

1994 RPT M s 

2023-02-12 1240 Comedy How To Be A Good Wife
Paulette and her husband have been running a house-keeping school. After the sudden death 
of her husband, Paulette discovers that the school is on the verge of bankruptcy and has to 
take her responsibilities.

BELGIUM French-100 2020 M a n s Y

2023-02-12 1445 Fantasy Time Bandits

Six fractious dwarfs steal a precious map that shows the locations of a series of time holes 
scattered across the universe, enabling them to travel back in time. Crashing through the 
bedroom wardrobe of 11 year old Craig Warnock and taking him along with them for the ride, 
they find themselves involved in a series of eccentric encounters with famous historical figures, 
amongst them Napoleon, Robin Hood and ancient Greece ruler, Agamemnon.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1981 RPT PG a h v Y

2023-02-12 1655 Drama Three Summers

A charming, funny and biting comedy from Brazil. Over the course of three summers, the 
irrepressible housekeeper of a wealthy family relies on her resourcefulness to take advantage 
of whatever comes her way as her employers are caught up in a major corruption scandal. 
Directed by Sandra Kogut and stars Regina Case, Rogerio Froes and Gisele Froes.

BRAZIL Portuguese-100 2019 PG a l Y

2023-02-12 1845 Family Flight Of The Navigator
SBS World Movies 
Premiere

A 12-year-old boy loses consciousness in the woods near his home and awakens eight years 
into the future without ageing a day. Although his family is overjoyed to be reunited, they are 
perplexed by his appearance. When a NASA scientist discovers a UFO nearby, and David gets a 
chance to unravel the mystery.

USA English-100 1986 PG a h 

2023-02-12 2030 Comedy Without A Clue
Focus On: Michael 
Caine

A farcical take on the Sherlock Holmes stories, which proposes that the world's greatest 
detective is merely the fictional creation of Dr. Watson (Ben Kingsley), the real crime-solving 
genius. However, the doctor has a problem, in that he needs someone to appear as Holmes, 
and the best he can turn up is drunken stage actor Reginald Kincaid (Michael Caine). To cap it 
all, the ill-matched pair find themselves the victims of the villainous Moriarty.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1988 PG a v Y

2023-02-12 2235 Action Adventure Free Fire

Bold, breathless and wickedly fun, Free Fire is an electrifying comedy-thriller about an arms 
deal that goes spectacularly and explosively wrong. Acclaimed filmmaker Ben Wheatley (Kill 
List, High Rise) propels the audience head-on into quite possibly the most epic shootout ever 
seen on film as he crafts a spectacular parody - and biting critique - of the insanity of gun 
violence. Everyone's got a gun, and absolutely no one is in control.

USA English-100 2016 RPT MA l v Y

2023-02-12 2405 Comedy Call Mom!

Parents wait their entire lives for their children to be grateful, while the children, in turn, wait 
for an apology from the adults. Niki is 35 but lives her life likes a 25-year-old. All of a sudden 
she is forced to address all her life choices and relationships at once. Stars Sanna Sundqvist, 
Nina Gunke and Alexander Karim.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2019 MA a s Y



2023-02-12 2600 Comedy Nurse Betty

Kansas City waitress, Betty, with dreams of becoming a nurse, becomes delusional after seeing 
her no-good car salesman husband murdered. She becomes convinced that she is the former 
fiancee of her soap opera idol. Stars Renee Zellweger, Morgan Freeman, Chris Rock and Greg 
Kinnear.

USA English-100 2000 MA a l v Y Y Y

2023-02-12 2805 Drama I Am Michael
Based on the fascinating, true-life story of Michael Glatze, a gay activist who begins a painful 
journey when he decides to renounce his sexuality for his religion. Directed by Justin Kelly and 
stars James Franco, Zachary Quinto and Emma Roberts.

USA English-100 2015 M a l Y

2023-02-13 0600 Magazine The Movie Show
Enjoy these classic episodes of The Movie Show with famed film critics, Margaret Pomeranz 
and David Stratton. Together they review the latest crop of movies and give us their rating out 
of five stars. They also interview many of the leading actors and directors of the day.

AUSTRALIA
Various Languages 
Dont Use-100

1998 RPT PG Y

2023-02-13 0630 Family Flight Of The Navigator

A 12-year-old boy loses consciousness in the woods near his home and awakens eight years 
into the future without ageing a day. Although his family is overjoyed to be reunited, they are 
perplexed by his appearance. When a NASA scientist discovers a UFO nearby, and David gets a 
chance to unravel the mystery.

USA English-100 1986 PG a h 

2023-02-13 0810 Comedy Lady L

Academy Award winner Sophia Loren stars with Paul Newman as the stunningly beautiful, 
charming and ribald Lady L. At the end of a long, adventurous life, Lady Lousie Lendale (Loren) 
tells the story of her rise from laundress to mistress of gambler and anarchist Armand Denis 
(Newman), before marrying the suave aristocrat Lord 'Dicky' Lendale (David Niven) in this sexy 

comedy.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1965 PG a n 

2023-02-13 1010 Drama Little Men

Thirteen-year-old Jake is a quiet, sensitive middle schooler with dreams of being an artist. He 
meets the affably brash Tony at his grandfather's funeral, and the unlikely pair soon hit it off. 
The budding friendship is put at risk, however, when a rent dispute between Jake's father, 
Brian, and Tony's mother, Leonor, threatens to become contentious. Stars Greg Kinnear, 
Jennifer Ehle and Theo Taplitz.

USA English-100 2015 PG a v Y Y

2023-02-13 1145 Comedy Papi Chulo

Cast adrift in Los Angeles, Sean (Matt Bomer), a lonely TV weatherman, drives past Ernesto 
(Alejandro Patino), a middle-aged Latino migrant worker standing outside a hardware store 
looking for work. He decides to hire this kind-looking man - to be his friend. Sean is young, gay 
and white; Ernesto, portly, straight and married. Despite having nothing in common and the 
language barrier, they build a sort of friendship - until Sean becomes consumed with a deeper 
obsessive need.

USA English-50; Spanish-50 2018 M a l Y

2023-02-13 1340 Comedy Ping Pong Summer
A family vacation during the summer of 1985 changes everything for a teenage boy obsessed 
with ping pong and hip-hop. 

USA English-100 2014 PG a d l s 

2023-02-13 1530 Comedy Hotel Salvation

Rajiv is forced to drop everything in order to accommodate his father's last and bizarre wish to 
travel to Varanasi to attain salvation. The trip that follows forces the duo to re-engage with 
each other and the world around them in this heart-warming comedy. Stars Adil Hussain and 
Lalit Behl.

INDIA Hindi-100 2016 PG a d Y

2023-02-13 1725 Romance Maudie

Based on the life of popular Canadian folk artist Maud Lewis. A Nova Scotia woman, suffering 
from rheumatoid arthritis, works as a live-in housekeeper for a poor fishmonger while she 
hones her skills as an artist and eventually becomes a beloved figure in the community. 
Directed by Aisling Walsh and stars Sally Hawkins, Ethan Hawke and Zachary Bennett.

CANADA English-100 2017 PG a s Y

2023-02-13 1935 Drama Edie

83-year-old Edie believes that it is never too late - packing an old camping bag, leaving her life 
behind and embarking on an adventure she never got to have as a young married woman - 
climbing the imposing Mount Suilven in Scotland. Directed by Simon Hunter and stars Sheila 
Hancock, Kevin Guthrie and Paul Brannigan.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 M l Y

2023-02-13 2130 Drama Undine
World Movies Falls In 
Love

Undine (Paula Beer) works in Berlin as a historian and guide to the city's development. But 
underneath, the appearance of her modern city life lurks an old myth: if the man Undine loves 
betrays her, she has to kill him and return to the water she once came from.

GERMANY German-98; English-2 2020 M a s Y

2023-02-13 2310 Science Fiction Marjorie Prime Science Fiction
With the help of a service that provides holographic projections of lost loved ones, an aging 
woman reconnects with those she was closest to as her memory and life begin to fade away. 
Directed by Michael Almereyda and stars Geena Davis, Hannah Gross and Jon Hamm.

USA English-100 2017 M a l n Y Y Y

2023-02-13 2500 Drama Mad Bastards

TJ is a hard-edged Aboriginal man who is sick of scraping out an existence in the city. He sets off 
on a journey across the remote and stunning Kimberley landscape to the tiny frontier town of 
Five Rivers in search of his son. Along the way, TJ questions his life of violence. Directed by 
Brendan Fletcher and stars Dean Daley-Jones, Lucas Yeeda and Ngaire Pigram.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2011 RPT MA l v Y Y



2023-02-13 2650 Action Adventure Free Fire

Bold, breathless and wickedly fun, Free Fire is an electrifying comedy-thriller about an arms 
deal that goes spectacularly and explosively wrong. Acclaimed filmmaker Ben Wheatley (Kill 
List, High Rise) propels the audience head-on into quite possibly the most epic shootout ever 
seen on film as he crafts a spectacular parody - and biting critique - of the insanity of gun 
violence. Everyone's got a gun, and absolutely no one is in control.

USA English-100 2016 RPT MA l v Y

2023-02-13 2825 Romance Maudie

Based on the life of popular Canadian folk artist Maud Lewis. A Nova Scotia woman, suffering 
from rheumatoid arthritis, works as a live-in housekeeper for a poor fishmonger while she 
hones her skills as an artist and eventually becomes a beloved figure in the community. 
Directed by Aisling Walsh and stars Sally Hawkins, Ethan Hawke and Zachary Bennett.

CANADA English-100 2017 PG a s Y

2023-02-14 0635 Drama Three Summers

A charming, funny and biting comedy from Brazil. Over the course of three summers, the 
irrepressible housekeeper of a wealthy family relies on her resourcefulness to take advantage 
of whatever comes her way as her employers are caught up in a major corruption scandal. 
Directed by Sandra Kogut and stars Regina Case, Rogerio Froes and Gisele Froes.

BRAZIL Portuguese-100 2019 PG a l Y

2023-02-14 0825 Musical
Umbrellas Of Cherbourg, 
The

Catherine Deneuve plays a shopgirl Genevieve who loves a petrol station attendant Guy in this 
musical written by Michel Legrand. When Guy is sent into military service in Algeria, Genevieve 
finds herself pregnant and marries a wealthy diamond merchant for security. Years later, 
Genevieve and Guy meet again by chance at the petrol station.

FRANCE French-100 1964 RPT PG s Y

2023-02-14 1005 Drama I Am Michael
Based on the fascinating, true-life story of Michael Glatze, a gay activist who begins a painful 
journey when he decides to renounce his sexuality for his religion. Directed by Justin Kelly and 
stars James Franco, Zachary Quinto and Emma Roberts.

USA English-100 2015 M a l Y

2023-02-14 1200 Drama Edie

83-year-old Edie believes that it is never too late - packing an old camping bag, leaving her life 
behind and embarking on an adventure she never got to have as a young married woman - 
climbing the imposing Mount Suilven in Scotland. Directed by Simon Hunter and stars Sheila 
Hancock, Kevin Guthrie and Paul Brannigan.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 M l Y

2023-02-14 1355 Family Flight Of The Navigator

A 12-year-old boy loses consciousness in the woods near his home and awakens eight years 
into the future without ageing a day. Although his family is overjoyed to be reunited, they are 
perplexed by his appearance. When a NASA scientist discovers a UFO nearby, and David gets a 
chance to unravel the mystery.

USA English-100 1986 PG a h 

2023-02-14 1535 Comedy Toast

Based on the bittersweet story of food writer Nigel Slater's childhood in 1960s Britain and set 
to the songs of Dusty Springfield, Toast is a delicious love letter to the tastes and smells that a 
young boy associates with his journey into adulthood. Directed by S.J. Clarkson and stars 
Helena Bonham Carter, Ken Stott and Freddie Highmore.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 PG a l n s Y

2023-02-14 1725 Science Fiction Memoria

After hearing a loud bang at daybreak, a Scottish woman begins experiencing a mysterious 
sensory syndrome while traversing the jungles of Colombia. Directed by Apichatpong 
Weerasethakul and stars Academy Award-winner Tilda Swinton, Agnes Brekke and Daniel 
Gimenez-Cacho.

COLOMBIA English-95; Spanish-5 2021 PG a Y Y

2023-02-14 1955 Drama Hive
World Movies 
Premiere

With her husband lost in the war, a women starts a small agricultural business to support her 
family. Although she is met with hostility by members of the patriarchal village, several other 
like-minded women with dreams of living independantly come forward and join her.

ALBANIA Albanian-100 2021 Y

2023-02-14 2130 Drama Compartment No 6
World Movies Falls In 
Love

In 1990s Moscow: Finnish student Laura has become lovers with her urbane and glamorous 
professor Irina. Evidence mounts that Irina is not as serious about their affair as Laura, and 
when the professor pulls out of a planned joint trip to look at ancient petroglyphs, Laura 
undertakes the long train journey to Murmansk on her own.

ESTONIA Finnish-50; Russian-50 2001 Y

2023-02-14 2335
Romantic 
Comedy

Beautiful Lies

This delightful French comedy stars Audrey Tautou as the well-meaning Emilie, a hairdresser 
who begins to use the anonymous love letters she receives from a co-worker to reignite her 
mother's joie de vivre. Directed by Pierre Salvadori and also stars Nathalie Baye and Sami 
Bouajila.

FRANCE French-100 2011 RPT M l Y

2023-02-14 2530 Drama Wajib
A father and his estranged son must come together to hand deliver his daughter's wedding 
invitations to each guest as per local Palestinian custom, in this rousing family drama from 
director Annemarie Jacir. Stars Mohammad Bakri, Saleh Bakri and Tarik Kopty.

PALESTINE Arabic-100 2017 M l Y

2023-02-14 2720 Drama Undine
Undine (Paula Beer) works in Berlin as a historian and guide to the city's development. But 
underneath, the appearance of her modern city life lurks an old myth: if the man Undine loves 
betrays her, she has to kill him and return to the water she once came from.

GERMANY German-98; English-2 2020 M a s Y

2023-02-15 0500 Science Fiction Memoria

After hearing a loud bang at daybreak, a Scottish woman begins experiencing a mysterious 
sensory syndrome while traversing the jungles of Colombia. Directed by Apichatpong 
Weerasethakul and stars Academy Award-winner Tilda Swinton, Agnes Brekke and Daniel 
Gimenez-Cacho.

COLOMBIA English-95; Spanish-5 2021 PG a Y Y



2023-02-15 0730 Comedy Hotel Salvation

Rajiv is forced to drop everything in order to accommodate his father's last and bizarre wish to 
travel to Varanasi to attain salvation. The trip that follows forces the duo to re-engage with 
each other and the world around them in this heart-warming comedy. Stars Adil Hussain and 
Lalit Behl.

INDIA Hindi-100 2016 PG a d Y

2023-02-15 0920 Drama
The Well Digger's 
Daughter

In the south of France, before World War I, a father is torn between his sense of honour and his 
deep love for his cherished daughter when she falls pregnant to the dashing son of a wealthy 
shopkeeper. Directed by and starring Daniel Auteuil. Also stars Astrid Bergès-Frisbey and 
Nicolas Duvauchelle.

FRANCE French-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2023-02-15 1125 Science Fiction Marjorie Prime
With the help of a service that provides holographic projections of lost loved ones, an aging 
woman reconnects with those she was closest to as her memory and life begin to fade away. 
Directed by Michael Almereyda and stars Geena Davis, Hannah Gross and Jon Hamm.

USA English-100 2017 M a l n Y Y Y

2023-02-15 1320 Drama Undine
Undine (Paula Beer) works in Berlin as a historian and guide to the city's development. But 
underneath, the appearance of her modern city life lurks an old myth: if the man Undine loves 
betrays her, she has to kill him and return to the water she once came from.

GERMANY German-98; English-2 2020 M a s Y

2023-02-15 1500 Romance Maudie

Based on the life of popular Canadian folk artist Maud Lewis. A Nova Scotia woman, suffering 
from rheumatoid arthritis, works as a live-in housekeeper for a poor fishmonger while she 
hones her skills as an artist and eventually becomes a beloved figure in the community. 
Directed by Aisling Walsh and stars Sally Hawkins, Ethan Hawke and Zachary Bennett.

CANADA English-100 2017 PG a s Y

2023-02-15 1710 Drama A Raisin In The Sun

The Youngers, an African-American family, live together in an apartment in Chicago. Following 
the death of their patriarch, they try to determine what to do with the substantial $10,000 
insurance payment they’ll soon receive. Opinions on what to do with the money vary. Walter 
Lee (Sidney Poitier) wants to make a business investment, while his mother, Lena (Claudia 
McNeil), is intent on buying a house for them all to live in.

USA English-100 1961 PG a v Y

2023-02-15 1930 War Where Hands Touch

Germany 1944. 15-year-old Leyna (Amandla Stenberg), daughter of a white German mother 
and a black father, lives in fear due to the colour of her skin. When she meets Lutz (George 
MacKay), the son of a prominent Nazi officer and a member of the Hitler Youth - mandatory 
for all Aryan boys since 1936 - the two fall helplessly in love, putting both their lives at risk. An 
original coming of age story through the eyes of a bi-racial teen as she witnesses the 
persecution of Jews and those deemed 'non-pure'.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 M a n s v Y

2023-02-15 2145 Drama Only You
World Movies Falls In 
Love

Elena and Jake meet by chance on New Year's Eve, fighting for the same taxi. But instead of 
going their separate ways after a shared ride, they start a passionate relationship. Within weeks 
they are living together, and not long after they talk about starting a family. But falling in love 
and staying in love prove to be two different things.

SWEDEN English-100 2018 MA l s Y

2023-02-15 2355 Drama J.T. Leroy

Novelist Laura Albert (Laura Dern) writes as her 'avatar', a disenfranchised young gay man 
named J.T. LeRoy. When her debut novel becomes a best-seller and J.T. becomes the darling of 
the literary world, she enlists her boyfriend's androgynous sister Savannah Knoop (Kristen 
Stewart) to act as J.T. in the public eye. Together, they embark on a wild ride of double lives, 
infiltrating the Hollywood and literary elite, and discovering who they are while pretending to 
be someone else.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019 M d l n s 

2023-02-15 2555 Drama Compartment No 6

In 1990s Moscow: Finnish student Laura has become lovers with her urbane and glamorous 
professor Irina. Evidence mounts that Irina is not as serious about their affair as Laura, and 
when the professor pulls out of a planned joint trip to look at ancient petroglyphs, Laura 
undertakes the long train journey to Murmansk on her own.

ESTONIA Finnish-50; Russian-50 2001 Y

2023-02-15 2755 Comedy Get Real

Steven (Ben Silverstone) spends his school days longing for all-star athlete John (Brad Gorton). 
But John has a gorgeous girlfriend, and Steven is still in the closet about being gay. The only one 
who knows the teenager's secret is his friend Linda (Charlotte Brittain). After a curious run-in 
with John in a public restroom, Steven starts to wonder if the jock is straight after all.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1998 M a d l n s v Y Y

2023-02-16 0600 Drama A Raisin In The Sun

The Youngers, an African-American family, live together in an apartment in Chicago. Following 
the death of their patriarch, they try to determine what to do with the substantial $10,000 
insurance payment they’ll soon receive. Opinions on what to do with the money vary. Walter 
Lee (Sidney Poitier) wants to make a business investment, while his mother, Lena (Claudia 
McNeil), is intent on buying a house for them all to live in.

USA English-100 1961 PG a v Y

2023-02-16 0820 Comedy Toast

Based on the bittersweet story of food writer Nigel Slater's childhood in 1960s Britain and set 
to the songs of Dusty Springfield, Toast is a delicious love letter to the tastes and smells that a 
young boy associates with his journey into adulthood. Directed by S.J. Clarkson and stars 
Helena Bonham Carter, Ken Stott and Freddie Highmore.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 PG a l n s Y



2023-02-16 1010
Romantic 
Comedy

Beautiful Lies

This delightful French comedy stars Audrey Tautou as the well-meaning Emilie, a hairdresser 
who begins to use the anonymous love letters she receives from a co-worker to reignite her 
mother's joie de vivre. Directed by Pierre Salvadori and also stars Nathalie Baye and Sami 
Bouajila.

FRANCE French-100 2011 RPT M l Y

2023-02-16 1210 Drama Hive
With her husband lost in the war, a women starts a small agricultural business to support her 
family. Although she is met with hostility by members of the patriarchal village, several other 
like-minded women with dreams of living independantly come forward and join her.

ALBANIA Albanian-100 2021 Y

2023-02-16 1345 Science Fiction Memoria

After hearing a loud bang at daybreak, a Scottish woman begins experiencing a mysterious 
sensory syndrome while traversing the jungles of Colombia. Directed by Apichatpong 
Weerasethakul and stars Academy Award-winner Tilda Swinton, Agnes Brekke and Daniel 
Gimenez-Cacho.

COLOMBIA English-95; Spanish-5 2021 PG a Y Y

2023-02-16 1615
Documentary 
Feature

Passione

Actor and director John Turturro examines the musical culture of Naples, Italy, in this 
documentary. Arguing that the city's music has been influenced by its many residents and 
invaders, from the ancient Greeks to American troops occupying the country after World War 
II, Turturro presents musicians performing both old and new material.

USA English-50; Italian-50 2010 PG l s Y

2023-02-16 1755 Drama Late Bloomers

As married couple Adam (William Hurt) and Mary (Isabella Rossellini) enter their sixties they 
react differently to their oncoming retirement. While Mary renovates their home to make it 

more accessible for their age, Adam, who was once a distinguished architect fiercely opposes 
the changes. 

BELGIUM English-50; Italian-50 2011 PG l s Y

2023-02-16 1935 Romance Brief Encounter

Based on Noel Coward's classic play of a chance meeting, this is a story of innocence and 
unexpected love. Anna (Sophia Loren) and Dr Alec Harvey (Richard Burton) meet by chance 
and their casual friendship turns into a tormenting relationship. Realising the danger to her 
marriage, Anna avoids Alec who is unhappy in his own marriage and pursues Anna with 
increasing intensity. Unable to resist his charm, Anna accepts Alec's invitation to a rendezvous 
in a friend's apartment.

USA English-100 1974 M a Y

2023-02-16 2130 Drama Portrait Of A Lady On Fire
World Movies Falls In 
Love 

Brittany, France, 1760. Marianne, a painter, is commissioned to do the wedding portrait of 
Heloise, a young lady who has just left the convent. Intimacy and attraction grow between the 
two women as they share Heloise's first and last moments of freedom, all whilst Marianne 
paints the portrait that will end it all.

FRANCE French-90; Italian-10 2019 M a n Y

2023-02-16 2345 Drama Curiosa

Paris 1895. To pay off her father's debts, Marie de Heredia (Noemie Merlant) marries the poet 
Henri de Regnier (Benjamin Lavernhe), but it is Pierre Louys (Niels Schneider) whom she loves, 
a poet who is also an erotomaniac. It is with him that she will experience an initiation to love 
and eroticism through the photographic and literary link that they invent together.

FRANCE French-100 2019 MA n s Y

2023-02-16 2540 Drama Only You

Elena and Jake meet by chance on New Year's Eve, fighting for the same taxi. But instead of 
going their separate ways after a shared ride, they start a passionate relationship. Within weeks 
they are living together, and not long after they talk about starting a family. But falling in love 
and staying in love prove to be two different things.

SWEDEN English-100 2018 MA l s Y

2023-02-16 2750 Action Adventure The Grandmaster
The peaceful life of martial artist Ip Man is threatened when he is chosen by the Southern 
masters to represent them so he can take on Gong Yutian, a martial arts grandmaster from the 
North. Directed by Kar-Wai Wong and stars Tony Leung, Zhang Ziyi and Chang Chen.

HONG KONG
Cantonese-90; 
Mandarin-10

2014 RPT M l v Y

2023-02-17 0550 Drama
The Well Digger's 
Daughter

In the south of France, before World War I, a father is torn between his sense of honour and his 
deep love for his cherished daughter when she falls pregnant to the dashing son of a wealthy 
shopkeeper. Directed by and starring Daniel Auteuil. Also stars Astrid Bergès-Frisbey and 
Nicolas Duvauchelle.

FRANCE French-100 2011 RPT PG Y

2023-02-17 0750 Magazine The Movie Show
Enjoy these classic episodes of The Movie Show with famed film critics, Margaret Pomeranz 
and David Stratton. Together they review the latest crop of movies and give us their rating out 
of five stars. They also interview many of the leading actors and directors of the day.

AUSTRALIA
Various Languages 
Dont Use-100

1998 RPT PG d v Y

2023-02-17 0820 Drama Late Bloomers

As married couple Adam (William Hurt) and Mary (Isabella Rossellini) enter their sixties they 
react differently to their oncoming retirement. While Mary renovates their home to make it 
more accessible for their age, Adam, who was once a distinguished architect fiercely opposes 
the changes. 

BELGIUM English-50; Italian-50 2011 PG l s Y

2023-02-17 1000 Drama J.T. Leroy

Novelist Laura Albert (Laura Dern) writes as her 'avatar', a disenfranchised young gay man 
named J.T. LeRoy. When her debut novel becomes a best-seller and J.T. becomes the darling of 
the literary world, she enlists her boyfriend's androgynous sister Savannah Knoop (Kristen 
Stewart) to act as J.T. in the public eye. Together, they embark on a wild ride of double lives, 
infiltrating the Hollywood and literary elite, and discovering who they are while pretending to 
be someone else.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019 M d l n s 



2023-02-17 1200 War Where Hands Touch

Germany 1944. 15-year-old Leyna (Amandla Stenberg), daughter of a white German mother 
and a black father, lives in fear due to the colour of her skin. When she meets Lutz (George 
MacKay), the son of a prominent Nazi officer and a member of the Hitler Youth - mandatory 
for all Aryan boys since 1936 - the two fall helplessly in love, putting both their lives at risk. An 
original coming of age story through the eyes of a bi-racial teen as she witnesses the 
persecution of Jews and those deemed 'non-pure'.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 M a n s v Y

2023-02-17 1415 Drama A Raisin In The Sun

The Youngers, an African-American family, live together in an apartment in Chicago. Following 
the death of their patriarch, they try to determine what to do with the substantial $10,000 
insurance payment they’ll soon receive. Opinions on what to do with the money vary. Walter 
Lee (Sidney Poitier) wants to make a business investment, while his mother, Lena (Claudia 
McNeil), is intent on buying a house for them all to live in.

USA English-100 1961 PG a v Y

2023-02-17 1635 Drama Love And Friendship

Set in 18th century English society, the film focuses on the machinations of a beautiful widow, 
Lady Susan Vernon, who, while waiting for social chatter about a personal indiscretion to pass, 
takes up temporary residence at her in-laws' estate. While there, Lady Vernon is determined to 
be a matchmaker for her daughter Frederica - and herself too, naturally. Stars Kate Beckinsale 
and Chloe Sevigny.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2023-02-17 1815 Comedy Sometimes Always Never

Sharp of both suit and vocabulary, Bill Nighy is winningly deadpan as Scrabble-obsessed 
Merseyside tailor Alan, whose eldest son Michael stormed out of the house after a particularly 
heated round of the popular board game, never to return. Years later, Alan and his other son 
Peter (Sam Riley) continue the search while trying to repair their own strained relationship.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 PG a s Y Y

2023-02-17 1955 Comedy Destination Wedding
World Movies 
Premiere

Wedding guests Frank (Keanu Reeves) and Lindsay (Winona Ryder) discover that they have a lot 
in common: they don't like the bride, the groom, the ceremony, themselves, or each other. 
Their cheerlessness immediately isolates them from the other guests, but Frank and Lindsay 
find that if you verbally spar with someone long enough, anything can happen.

USA English-90; Spanish-10 2018 M a l s Y Y

2023-02-17 2130 Romance Endings, Beginnings
World Movies Falls In 
Love

Reeling from a bad recent break-up, Daphne (Shailene Woodley) finds herself adrift in life. 
Living in her sister's guesthouse, she regularly witnesses her sibling and her brother-in-law 
fighting, which only exacerbates the once-idealistic Daphne's growing despair regarding long-
term love.

USA English-100 2019 MA s 

2023-02-17 2335 Romance The Seagull

One summer at a lakeside Russian estate, friends and family gather for a weekend in the 
countryside. While everyone is caught up in passionately loving someone who loves somebody 
else, a tragicomedy unfolds about art, fame, human folly, and the eternal desire to live a 
purposeful life. Based on Anton Chekhov's classic play, The Seagull. Stars Annette Bening, 
Saoirse Ronan and Elisabeth Moss.

USA English-100 2018 M a Y Y

2023-02-17 2525 Comedy Nina Forever

Depressed Rob starts dating Holly, a colleague at the supermarket where he works. But 
whenever they have sex, his dead girlfriend, Nina, pops up. Rob and Holly must find some way 
to deal with the situation and put Nina to rest. Stars Cian Barry, Abigail Hardingham and 
Katharine Bennett-Fox.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 MA h s v 

2023-02-17 2715 Drama Portrait Of A Lady On Fire

Brittany, France, 1760. Marianne, a painter, is commissioned to do the wedding portrait of 
Heloise, a young lady who has just left the convent. Intimacy and attraction grow between the 
two women as they share Heloise's first and last moments of freedom, all whilst Marianne 
paints the portrait that will end it all.

FRANCE French-90; Italian-10 2019 M a n Y

2023-02-18 0525 Comedy Sometimes Always Never

Sharp of both suit and vocabulary, Bill Nighy is winningly deadpan as Scrabble-obsessed 
Merseyside tailor Alan, whose eldest son Michael stormed out of the house after a particularly 
heated round of the popular board game, never to return. Years later, Alan and his other son 
Peter (Sam Riley) continue the search while trying to repair their own strained relationship.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2018 PG a s Y Y

2023-02-18 0705
Documentary 
Feature

Passione

Actor and director John Turturro examines the musical culture of Naples, Italy, in this 
documentary. Arguing that the city's music has been influenced by its many residents and 
invaders, from the ancient Greeks to American troops occupying the country after World War 
II, Turturro presents musicians performing both old and new material.

USA English-50; Italian-50 2010 PG l s Y

2023-02-18 0845 Drama Lost In Paris

Fiona is a Canadian librarian who flies to Paris and discovers that her 88-year-old aunt is 
missing. As Fiona scours the city looking for her aunt, she encounters Dom, a friendly but 
annoying tramp who won't leave her alone. Directed by Dominique Abel and stars Fiona 
Gordon, Emmanuelle Riva and Pierre Richard.

BELGIUM English-50; French-50 2016 PG l n s Y

2023-02-18 1020 Drama I Am Sam

Sam, a man with severe learning difficulties, must fight for the custody of his seven-year-old 
daughter when her mother abandons them. He tries to prove that he is a capable father with 
the help of a high-profile lawyer. Directed by Jessie Nelson and stars Sean Penn (in his Oscar-
nominated role), Michelle Pfeiffer and Dakota Fanning.

USA English-100 2001 M a l s Y

2023-02-18 1245 Drama Portrait Of A Lady On Fire

Brittany, France, 1760. Marianne, a painter, is commissioned to do the wedding portrait of 
Heloise, a young lady who has just left the convent. Intimacy and attraction grow between the 
two women as they share Heloise's first and last moments of freedom, all whilst Marianne 
paints the portrait that will end it all.

FRANCE French-90; Italian-10 2019 M a n Y



2023-02-18 1455 Drama Late Bloomers

As married couple Adam (William Hurt) and Mary (Isabella Rossellini) enter their sixties they 
react differently to their oncoming retirement. While Mary renovates their home to make it 
more accessible for their age, Adam, who was once a distinguished architect fiercely opposes 
the changes. 

BELGIUM English-50; Italian-50 2011 PG l s Y

2023-02-18 1635 Drama Coming Home

Lu Yanshi (Chen Daoming) and Feng Wanyu (Gong Li) are a devoted couple forced to separate 
when Lu is arrested and sent to a labour camp as a political prisoner, just as his wife is injured in 
an accident. Released during the last days of the Cultural Revolution, he finally returns home 
only to find that his beloved wife has amnesia and remembers little of her past. Unable to 
recognise Lu, she patiently waits for her husband's return.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2014 PG a Y

2023-02-18 1835 Comedy The Big Steal

On Monday, Danny Clark (Ben Mendelsohn) is the reluctant recipient of a birthday present he 
would rather forget - his father's old Nissan Cedric. By Tuesday he has asked the beautiful 
Joanna Johnson (Claudia Karvan) out on a date...only, he promised to pick her up in a Jaguar. In 
a tight fix, Danny trades the Nissan Cedric for a Jaguar only to be ripped off by a dodgy car 
salesman, Gordon Farkas (Steve Bisley). Danny sets out to rectify wrongs. Written by David 
Parker and Directed by Nadia Tass.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1990 PG l s Y

2023-02-18 2030 Mystery / Crime
The Place Beyond The 
Pines

A motorcycle stunt rider turns to robbing banks as a way to provide for his lover and their 
newborn child, a decision that puts him on a collision course with an ambitious rookie cop 
navigating a police department ruled by a corrupt detective. Directed by Derek Cianfrance and 
stars Ryan Gosling, Bradley Cooper and Eva Mendes.

USA English-100 2013 MA l v Y

2023-02-18 2305 Romance Carmen And Lola

Carmen (Rosy Rodriguez) is a Roma teenager living in the outskirts of Madrid. Like every other 
Roma woman, she is destined to live a life that is repeated generation after generation - getting 
married and raising as many children as possible. But one day she meets Lola (Zaira Romero), 
an unusual Roma women who dreams about going to university, draws bird graffiti and is very 
different. Carmen and Lola fall in love, leading to them being rejected by their community.

SPAIN Spanish-100 2018 MA n s Y

2023-02-18 2505 Romance Endings, Beginnings

Reeling from a bad recent break-up, Daphne (Shailene Woodley) finds herself adrift in life. 
Living in her sister's guesthouse, she regularly witnesses her sibling and her brother-in-law 
fighting, which only exacerbates the once-idealistic Daphne's growing despair regarding long-
term love.

USA English-100 2019 MA s 

2023-02-18 2710 Comedy Destination Wedding

Wedding guests Frank (Keanu Reeves) and Lindsay (Winona Ryder) discover that they have a lot 
in common: they don't like the bride, the groom, the ceremony, themselves, or each other. 
Their cheerlessness immediately isolates them from the other guests, but Frank and Lindsay 
find that if you verbally spar with someone long enough, anything can happen.

USA English-90; Spanish-10 2018 M a l s Y Y

2023-02-18 2845 Magazine The Movie Show
Movie review program hosted by Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode they 
review Mission Impossible 2, and interview Tom Cruise. Later, they review Muggers directed by 
Dean Murphy, Isn't She Great and Fantasia 2000, and discuss the Cannes Film Festival. 

AUSTRALIA English-100 2000 RPT M s v Y


